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Introduction by Minister Didier Reynders
Brussels is a European, Atlantic and global diplomatic capital. That much-coveted status was
attained in part thanks to the drive and vision of a generation of great statesmen (Paul Hymans,
Paul-Henri Spaak, Jean Rey), but it was primarily made possible by the city itself, its dynamism,
its tolerance, its dedication to science and the arts, its beauty and hospitality.
This international standing does not belong to the city’s current administration, it is something
Brussels officials are only ever the custodians of. To borrow from an advert, it can only be
looked after for the next generation. This implies permanently improving our standards e.g. of
connectivity, mobility, employment skills or smart-regulation, and much more actively than has
been done in recent years. But, Brussels as European capital, hometown of NATO and a place
for world trade, diplomacy and conflict resolution cannot only be a political venture – even less a
technocratic one. It must be a comprehensive project involving all segments of our community:
business, education and culture, encompassing trade bodies, service industries, technology
sectors and universities, as well as the EU and international civil servants themselves.
The Brussels Diplomatic Academy is the ideal (and timely) illustration of what needs to be done
and how it should be done, not only because it has filled a gap in the academic fabric, but also
because it aims to mobilise a wide range of talents and partnerships, public and private, homegrown and imported. This also applies to the ‘helicopter view’ covering a wide range of subjects
the academy is offering.
Diplomacy, in all its forms, is not just the job of diplomats, but involves a whole range of other
actors: Non-Governmental Organisations, educational institutions, businesses, even individuals... This is especially true of economic diplomacy which, having long been deemed the less
noble part of international relations, is now at their very core, as global leaders realise that
investment and trade are major drivers of growth and social development and, thus, of peace,
stability and security.
Our capital needed an economic diplomacy centre of excellence like the Brussels Diplomatic
Academy, and I am grateful and proud to have been associated with it from the outset.

Didier Reynders, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Foreign Trade and European Affairs

BDA Opening Conference December 2013
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Preface
Brussels is home to many companies’ European headquarters, and has one of the largest concentrations of diplomats in the world. In
today’s world, international commercial expansion contributes significantly to a country’s welfare and economic diplomacy is at the
heart of many countries’ foreign policy. Brussels is therefore the perfect location for a new body to focus on economic diplomacy and
international entrepreneurship: the Brussels Diplomatic Academy (BDA) of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
The international economic order and business environment are changing. There has been a dramatic shift from a stable and certain
world order to a highly competitive climate characterised by economic deregulation, monetary instability, barriers – non-tariff, cultural
and institutional – to new markets, and, for Europe, increasingly heavy competition from the BRICS countries. Companies are forced
to appeal to their governments to help them maintain their market position and conquer new markets; they also need to be highly
skilled in international business. In such a climate, it is its very focus on economic diplomacy and international entrepreneurship that
distinguishes the Brussels Diplomatic Academy from most other Diplomatic Academies.
Furthermore, as Brussels is home to the European institutions, international organisations and many multinationals, the Brussels
Diplomatic Academy has access to a first class network of diplomats, civil servants and business people.
Last but not least is our educational philosophy which is characterised by a multidisciplinary approach, the combination of theory and
practice and the incorporation of skills training in areas such as negotiation, lobbying, networking and team work – all of which are
indispensable for success in business and diplomacy.
We look forward to welcoming you for a fruitful and enjoyable experience at our Academy.

Jean-Pierre De Greve

Jan Cornelis

Gunter Gaublomme

President

Chairman Advisory Board

Director
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Introduction
Globalisation, not merely a buzzword but the undeniable force that drives companies to develop their business beyond national
borders. This ever-increasing importance of international business calls for a greater role for economic diplomats.
Being located in Brussels the Vrije Universiteit Brussel decided to respond to the educational needs resulting from this economic
development by establishing the Brussels Diplomatic Academy.
The Academy – with its clear focus on economic diplomacy and international entrepreneurship - will prepare students for a career
in diplomacy and international business. In addition, the Academy offers a comprehensive range of topical seminars and executive
courses to diplomats and business people.

What makes us unique?
Knowledge Hub for Economic Diplomacy and International Entrepreneurship
Within the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, the Brussels Diplomatic Academy acts as a Knowledge Hub for Economic Diplomacy and
International Entrepreneurship. This focus makes us unique and distinguishes us from other diplomatic academies. As explained
below, economic diplomacy and international entrepreneurship are closely related.
Economic diplomats, often known as Commercial Counsellors, can best be described as business facilitators or business initiators.
They need to pave the way for their home country’s companies. Their task goes far beyond networking. More than ever before they
need to understand a company’s strategy or at the very least they should have a thorough understanding of export, investment,
entry modes, transfer pricing, market analysis, financing techniques and so on. This implies a solid knowledge of international entrepreneurship. Furthermore, economic diplomats have to safeguard and defend their country’s economic and trade interests.
On the other hand, for companies going global, it is advisable to have a basic understanding of the various fields that economic
diplomats work in such as international tax law and international public procurement. Such knowledge optimises business development as it enhances the ability to fight non-tariff barriers and dumping practices, or to make optimal use of international tenders,
bilateral investment agreements and agreements to avoid double taxation.
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Educational philosophy
Our postgraduate certificate programmes are clearly aimed at preparing our students for the
labour market. We want to prepare them for careers as diplomats or business people. In order
to achieve this goal our programmes are built on the following principles:
• Versatile training: myriad aspects of economic diplomacy and international entrepreneurship are covered. This maximises the job opportunities and professional success
of our graduates.
• The combination of academic courses and input from specialised practitioners.
• A programme curriculum grounded in the necessary theoretical knowledge and practical skills that make diplomats and business people successful.

Broad network
As Brussels is home to the European institutions, international organisations and many multinationals, the Brussels Diplomatic Academy has access to a broad network of diplomats,
civil servants and business people. This contributes to the quality of our research, education
and consultancy.

Aims of the Brussels
Diplomatic Academy
The Brussels Diplomatic Academy has been set up with the following aims:
• By means of the Postgraduate certificate programme in Economic Diplomacy and the
Postgraduate certificate Flagship Programme in Economic Diplomacy and International
Business we want to educate students in many aspects of economic diplomacy. These
multidisciplinary programmes that combine theory with practical training provide invaluable preparation for a career as an economic diplomat or a job in a trade and investment
promotion agency, chamber of commerce, business club, industry federation, Ministry of
Economic Affairs…
Moreover, as political diplomats are often required to fulfil a role in economic diplomacy,
these programmes are highly beneficial in preparing for the diplomatic service exams.
They are also an excellent preparation for a job in international organisations such as the
WTO, OECD, EIB, ADB, UNCTAD,…
• By means of the Postgraduate certificate programme in International Trade and
Investment we want to prepare students for the various facets of international trade
and investment. The programme aims to produce graduates who are ready for professional life. As such they should easily find and be successful in jobs such as export
manager, purchasing or sourcing manager, investment manager or business development manager.
• Preparing economic diplomats for their secondment.
• Introducing career diplomats to economic diplomacy.
• Training of economic diplomats.
• Training of business people.
• Providing topical seminars on economic diplomacy and international entrepreneurship.
• Conducting research and consultancy on various aspects of economic diplomacy and
international entrepreneurship.
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(L-R) Signing ceremonies of the MoUs between VUB-BDA and the Institute of World Politics and VUB-BDA and SUIBE

Postgraduate Programmes
The postgraduate certificate programmes of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy are characterised by their high degree of specialisation and practical orientation. The curricula of our programmes reflect what is needed in professional life and are therefore an
excellent preparation for a successful career.
If you wish to develop your career in economic diplomacy or international business, then our postgraduate programmes are the
answer.

Study in Washington D.C. and Shanghai
What makes our programmes exceptional is the opportunity to study in Washington D.C. and Shanghai.
This transcontinental study track is offered in the second semester in the following programmes:
• Postgraduate in Economic Diplomacy
• Postgraduate in International Trade and Investment
• Postgraduate Flagship Programme in Economic Diplomacy and International Business
By studying in these vibrant diplomatic and economic hubs on three continents students obtain excellent insights and enrich their
CVs with a unique international experience, which will prove attractive to future employers.

Internship Services
For students who wish to obtain practical experience, the BDA offers the option of a three-month internship during the second
semester.
The BDA offers its students an internship service. We provide students with guidance throughout the internship process including
identifying suitable internship placements and assisting with writing applications and preparing interviews.
Although our students are primarily in charge of their internship search, they are supported in a way which helps them to benefit
from the BDA’s network, in order to maximise the chances of securing a suitable placement.

Variations in programme
These programmes are multidisciplinary and it is possible that a student will qualify for an exemption in some subjects if they have
already studied them to the requisite level. Exemptions are requested and granted on a case by case basis.
It is also possible to enrol for individual subjects, or a cluster of subjects, without enrolling on the full programme.
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Career Coaching coaching
by VUB
Career Center
GettingJob
Started
on the
Job Market
The VUB Career Center is the university’s central information hub which assists and supports students and young graduates in
making an efficient start on the labour market.
The VUB Career Center offers:
• Information and advice
• Screening of competences and skills

TalentMatching
• An online job board with attractive, recent job and internship offers
@VUB
• Application and interview techniques

• Checking
CV
• Jobyour
placement
including individual career coaching
• Teaching you application and interview
techniques
• Organizing WORKshops
• Providing you an online Jobboard with jobs
Office hours : Monday-Friday 13:00-17:00 or by appointment
and internships
• Screening your competences and values
	
  

www.vub.ac.be/careercenter
www.vub.ac.be/en/careercenter
Building B, Office B.0.11 | Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussel | [T] +32 (0)2 629 11 88
[E] careercenter@vub.ac.be | [W] www.vub.ac.be/en/careercenter
LinkedIn: VUB Career Center | Facebook: www.facebook.com/VUBcareercenter

Student Offers
Students of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy, registered full time on one of our Postgraduate Programmes, are granted free
Membership of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy, have access to events of the Cercle International Diplomatique et Consulaire at
members’ rates and have VIP access to the Diplomatic Council Student Association.

Practical information
Language
All courses are taught in English.
Location
Vrije Universiteit Brussel | Campus Etterbeek
Postal address: Pleinlaan 2 | B-1050 Brussels - Belgium | Europe
Visitor address: Pleinlaan 5 | B-1050 Brussels - Belgium | Europe
Route description and a map of the campus are available at: www.vub.ac.be/campuses
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Admission requirements
• University degree Master’s or Bachelor’s.
• A good command of English is required: www.vub.ac.be/en/apply
Certification
A Postgraduate Certificate of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, bearing the name of the postgraduate programme, will be awarded
after successful completion of the full programme. Individual subjects followed outside of the full programme are also subject
to certification.
Tuition fee
Postgraduate in Economic Diplomacy
Postgraduate in International Trade and Investment
Postgraduate in China Business Development
6800 EUR
Postgraduate Flagship Programme in Economic Diplomacy and International Business
9500EUR
The transcontinental study track, i.e. study in Washington D.C. (18 ECTS) or Shanghai (18 ECTS) incurs additional tuition
fees at our partner universities: 5.000 USD for Washington D.C. and 28.000 RMB for Shanghai (20.000 RMB for the Flagship
Programme). Both of these tuition fees will be reduced when a student combines Washington D.C. (9 ECTS) and Shanghai
(9 ECTS). Note: the transcontinental study track in the Flagship Programme counts for 12 ECTS.
Students who are granted exemptions will receive a reduction in their fees based on a price per ECTS exempted.
Fees for those following one or more individual subjects outside the full programme are calculated on a subject per subject basis.
Application procedure
You can register by filling out the online application form available at www.vub.ac.be/en/apply
Applications should be submitted by the 1st of June.

Signing ceremony of the MoU between VUB-BDA and SUIBE during the official Belgian State visit to China
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Postgraduate in Economic Diplomacy
Are you attracted by a career in diplomacy or do you wish to further professionalise your diplomatic career? Do you want to prepare
for the economic diplomacy sections of the diplomatic service exams? If so then the Postgraduate in Economic Diplomacy is exactly what you are looking for.
“Economic Diplomacy is the art of promoting one’s country’s economic and commercial interests in
a fast-changing world economy. An economic diplomat is simultaneously a sounding board and a
vantage point for his/her country’s business operators. He does not discriminate between big corporations and SMEs. He understands their needs and knows how to interact effectively with governments and/or international institutions to their benefit. At international trade negotiations, he listens
to the views of the business stakeholders. He is comfortable in a culturally diverse business environment, continuously striving to understand and place issues and problems in their proper context, and
he knows how to deal with people, whatever their rank and standing in society. He is available at all
times to help create the right environment conducive to making business deals happen.”
Piet Steel,
Honorary Consul General of Japan (Flanders)

Aims and objectives
The postgraduate programme in Economic Diplomacy prepares students for a career in diplomacy, especially economic diplomacy.
Courses of a high academic standard are enriched by hands-on input from practitioners. Participants are instructed in the legal and
business aspects of economic diplomacy. Skills workshops support optimal professional performance.

Learning Outcomes
Graduates will be able to:
• understand the legal, fiscal and business aspects of economic diplomacy
• understand regional economic integration
• defend a country’s economic and commercial interests
• compete on the international project market (international tendering)
• conduct international negotiations
• lobby at national and international level
• deploy the skills necessary for diplomacy
• behave appropriately within diplomatic contexts
• operate within an international context
• understand the jargon of international business development
• develop international business (export, import and international investment)
• identify business opportunities
• draft reports on a country’s various economic sectors (market reports or industry reports)
• discuss economic diplomacy and international business with business people, diplomats, bankers, consultants, legal advisers
and lawyers.

Job prospects
The postgraduate programme is aimed at delivering graduates who are ready for professional life. Graduates will be well placed to
take part in the diplomatic service exams, especially the exams aimed at a career within economic diplomacy. Realistic job opportunities can also be found within governmental departments and international organisations.
Furthermore, due to the international business courses, graduates may find a job in the field of international business development
(import, export, international investment). Finally, there are job prospects in banks, for example in the international trade finance
department, in the international investment finance department, and in corporate relations.
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Programme schedule
The postgraduate programme consists of two semesters and is completed in one academic year.
A detailed timetable will be given to participants. It is possible to spread the programme over a number of years.

Programme
COURSES

ECTS

SEM

3

1

Compulsory (48 ECTS)
International Trade Law
International Investment Law

3

1

International Economic Negotiation and Dispute Resolution Methods

3

1

International Lobbying

3

1

International Tendering

3

1

Techniques of Foreign Trade

6

1

International Investment Analysis & Business Economics of Plant Location and Development

3

1

Skills Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business

3

1

3

1

3

2

Public Speaking
Trade Fair Management
The Art and Science of Convincing: Influencing and Persuasion
Reputation Management and Media Relations
Crisis Communication
Conflict Management
Thematic Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business
EU Subsidies for Enterprises
Expat preparation: Individual Taxation, Social Security, HR & Duty of Care
Market Studies & Export Planning
Attraction, Conversion and Retention of FDI
Business and Trade Secret Protection
Corporate Diplomacy
Corporate International Taxation for Diplomacy and International Business
International Economic Organisations

3

2

Regional Economic Integration

3

2

Diplomatic Protocol and Etiquette

3

2

Diplomatic Law

3

2

Country, Region and City Branding

3

2

Professional experience: Internship (*)

18

2

Thesis (*)

18

2

WTO and China (**)

3

2

Elective (to choose 18 ECTS)

Chinese Investment Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Trade Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Intellectual Property Rights Protection (**)

3

2

Chinese Competition Policy (**)

3

2

Seminar on Shanghai Free Trade Zone (**)

3

2

Crisis Management and Decision Making (***)

3

2

Political Risk Analysis and Forecasting (***)

3

2

Challenges in the Emerging Geo-Political Landscape (***)

3

2

International Challenges of the Public-Private Partnership in the Cyber Domain (***)

3

2

Corporate Statecraft (***)

3

2

Economic Statecraft (***)

3

2

The Art of Diplomacy (***)

3

2

Trans-Atlantic Competitiveness & Western Prosperity (***)

3

2

(*)
(**)

Brussels track (VUB)		
Shanghai track (Shanghai University for International Business and Economics - SUIBE): to choose 18 ECTS or 9 ECTS in combination with
9 ECTS in the Washington D.C. track
(***) Washington D.C. track (The Institute of World Politics - IWP): to choose 18 ECTS or 9 ECTS in combination with 9 ECTS in the Shanghai track
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Postgraduate in International Trade and Investment
Is it your ambition to have an international career? Are you attracted by a job in international business such as export manager,
international purchasing manager, investment manager, international sales representative, country manager, institutional relations
manager? If so then the Postgraduate in International Trade and Investment is exactly what you need.
“Often people in the industry believe that they have their own destination under control. However,
as many cases across all fields of business and across all countries have shown, the interactions
between industrial activities and the societies in which they operate require more than ever a fine
balancing act. Economic Diplomacy and International Entrepreneurship are key elements of sustainable and profitable growth in any line of business. The Brussels Diplomatic Academy offers a broad
range of programmes to capture the complexity of the international world. Business people as well
as diplomats can benefit tremendously from this deeper knowledge.”
Geert Roelens,
CEO Beaulieu International Group

Aims and objectives
The postgraduate programme in International Trade and Investment is a comprehensive programme aimed at delivering graduates
who are able to independently conduct international business practices such as export, import, sourcing, investing, M&A and international alliance formation. Courses of a high academic standard are enriched by hands-on input from practitioners. Skills workshops support optimal professional performance.

Learning outcomes
Graduates will be able to:
• understand the full picture of international trade and investment (legal, fiscal, insurance, VAT, required documents, finance,
insurance,…)
• develop international business (export, import, international investment, M&A, international alliance formation)
• compete on the international project market (international tendering) and/or offering consultancy in this field
• understand international business strategy
• protect intellectual property rights
• conduct international negotiations
• lobby at national and international level
• deploy the skills necessary for international business
• behave appropriately within international business contexts
• operate within an international context
• understand the jargon of international business development
• identify business opportunities
• draft reports on a country’s various economic sectors (market reports or industry reports)
• discuss economic diplomacy and international business with business people, diplomats, bankers, consultants, legal advisers
and lawyers.

Job prospects
Job prospects are plentiful. The postgraduate programme aims to deliver graduates who are ready for professional life. The unique
combination of all-around training, in-depth courses, high academic standards, input from practitioners and professional experience, maximises the chances of finding and being successful in jobs such as export manager, purchasing or sourcing manager,
investment manager, account manager or business development manager.
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Furthermore, there are realistic job prospects in banks, for example in the international trade finance department, in the international
investment finance department, and in corporate relations. Finally, specialists in international trade and investment find jobs in international organisations, governmental departments and in the field of diplomacy (e.g. Trade Commissioner).

Programme schedule
The postgraduate programme consists of two semesters and is completed in one academic year. A detailed timetable will be given
to participants. It is possible to spread the programme over a number of years.

Programme
COURSES

ECTS

SEM

6

1

Compulsory (48 ECTS)
Techniques of Foreign Trade
Supply & Risk Management within International Purchasing

3

1

International Investment Analysis & Business Economics of Plant Location and Development

3

1

International Investment Financing and Project Finance

3

1

International Lobbying

3

1

International Tendering

3

1

International Alliances

3

1

International Sales Techniques

3

1

Skills Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business

3

1

3

1

3

2

Public Speaking
Trade Fair Management
The Art and Science of Convincing: Influencing and Persuasion
Reputation Management and Media Relations
Crisis Communication
Conflict Management
Thematic Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business
EU Subsidies for Enterprises
Expat preparation: Individual Taxation, Social Security, HR & Duty of Care
Market Studies & Export Planning
Attraction, Conversion and Retention of FDI
Business and Trade Secret Protection
Corporate Diplomacy
Corporate International Taxation for Diplomacy and International Business
International Business Strategy

6

2

Mergers & Acquisitions

3

2

Intellectual Property Rights Protection

3

2

18

2

Elective (to choose 18 ECTS)
Professional Experience: Internship (*)
WTO and China (**)

3

2

Chinese Investment Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Trade Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Intellectual Property Rights Protection (**)

3

2

Chinese Competition Policy (**)

3

2

Seminar on Shanghai Free Trade Zone (**)

3

2

Crisis Management and Decision Making (***)

3

2

Political Risk Analysis and Forecasting (***)

3

2

Challenges in the Emerging Geo-Political Landscape (***)

3

2

International Challenges of the Public-Private Partnership in the Cyber Domain (***)

3

2

Corporate Statecraft (***)

3

2

Economic Statecraft (***)

3

2

The Art of Diplomacy (***)

3

2

Trans-Atlantic Competitiveness & Western Prosperity (***)

3

2

(*)
(**)

Brussels track (VUB)
Shanghai track (Shanghai University for International Business and Economics - SUIBE): to choose 18 ECTS or 9 ECTS in combination with
9 ECTS in the Washington D.C. track
(***) Washington D.C. track (The Institute of World Politics - IWP): to choose 18 ECTS or 9 ECTS in combination with 9 ECTS in the Shanghai track
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Postgraduate Flagship Programme in
Economic Diplomacy and International Business
Do you wish to become a true specialist in economic diplomacy by mastering each and every aspect of this noble discipline? Is it
your ambition to take up policy assignments and do you want to secure your professional chances by establishing links with international business? If so then the Postgraduate Flagship Programme in Economic Diplomacy and International Business should
be your starting point. This programme is an excellent preparation for the economic diplomacy aspects of the diplomatic service
exams and also provides you with skills and techniques you need to excel in international business.

“Being among the most open economies in the world, Belgium’s national interest has always relied
on our capacity to export what we produce. Therefore we have spearheaded ‘economic diplomacy’
and I even believe that the concept was coined by us in the seventies. Therefore the creation of the
Brussels Diplomatic Academy makes a lot of sense since it provides the whole world with a chance
to tap into this unique Belgian expertise by conjuring up all the existing resources of this vibrant hub
in the very heart of the European Unification Process. Of course China will not be missed out since
the comeback of this “colossus” on the world stage will be the major event of this 21st century.”
Patrick Nijs,
Honorary Ambassador, Global Facilitator
Former Ambassador of Belgium in China 2009-2013, Director General Consular Affairs in the FPS
Foreign Affairs 2007-2009, Consul General in Shanghai, Hong Kong and Osaka

Aims and objectives
The Postgraduate Flagship Programme in Economic Diplomacy and International Business is a highly specialised and comprehensive programme preparing students for a career in diplomacy, especially economic diplomacy, and international business. To
an important extent, diplomats and business people need to master the same skills and deal with the same matters, albeit from
different angles. Graduates from this programme who are active in diplomacy will excel in defending their home country’s economic
interests. Graduates who are active in business will excel professionally by mastering trade and investment techniques and through
their knowledge on how to maximise the potential of their home country’s economic diplomacy. Another advantage is that graduates can easily switch career from diplomacy to business or banking and back.
Courses of a high academic standard are enriched by hands-on input from practitioners. Participants will be offered all-around
training, giving them a sound understanding of the legal, fiscal, economic, monetary, banking and commercial aspects of economic
diplomacy and international business. Skills workshops support optimal professional performance. This programme is not only
relevant for anyone aspiring to a career in diplomacy and international business, it is also of particular interest to anyone who wants
to be involved with international economic, monetary, financial and banking policy making.

Learning outcomes
Graduates will be able to:
• understand the legal, fiscal, economic, monetary, banking and business aspects of economic diplomacy
• understand the full picture of international trade and investment (legal, fiscal, insurance, VAT, required documents, finance,
insurance,…)
• develop international business (export, import, international investment, M&A, international alliance formation)
• compete on the international project market (international tendering) and/or offering consultancy in this field
• understand international business strategy
• protect intellectual property rights
• understand the modern trends in diplomacy
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• understand and develop international economic, monetary, financial and banking policy
• understand regional economic integration
• defend a country’s economic and commercial interests
• conduct international negotiations
• lobby at national and international level
• deploy the skills necessary for diplomacy and international business
• behave appropriately within diplomatic and international business contexts
• operate within an international context
• understand the jargon of international business development
• identify business opportunities
• draft reports on a country’s various economic sectors (market reports or industry reports)
• discuss economic diplomacy and international business with business people, diplomats, bankers, consultants, legal advisers
and lawyers.

Programme schedule
The postgraduate programme consists of three semesters and is completed in one and a half academic years.
A detailed timetable will be given to participants. It is possible to spread the programme over a number of years.
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Programme
COURSES

ECTS

SEM

First semester (33 ECTS compulsory)
International Trade Law

3

1

International Investment Law

3

1

International Economic Negotiation and Dispute Resolution Methods

3

1

International Lobbying

3

1

International Tendering

3

1

International Alliances

3

1

Techniques of Foreign Trade

6

1

International Investment Analysis & Business Economics of Plant Location and Development

3

1

Skills Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business

3

1

3

1

Corporate International Taxation for Diplomacy and International Business

3

2

Diplomatic Protocol and Etiquette

3

2

Public Speaking
Trade Fair Management
The Art and Science of Convincing: Influencing and Persuasion
Reputation Management and Media Relations
Crisis Communication
Conflict Management
Thematic Workshops for Diplomacy and International Business
EU Subsidies for Enterprises
Expat preparation: Individual Taxation, Social Security, HR & Duty of Care
Market Studies & Export Planning
Attraction, Conversion and Retention of FDI
Business and Trade Secret Protection
Corporate Diplomacy
Second semester (21 ECTS compulsory, 12 ECTS elective)

Diplomatic Law

3

2

Country, Region and City Branding

3

2

International Business Strategy

6

2

Mergers & Acquisitions

3

2

12

2

Elective (to choose 12 ECTS)
Professional Experience: Internship (*)
WTO and China (**)

3

2

Chinese Investment Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Trade Law (**)

3

2

Chinese Intellectual Property Rights Protection (**)

3

2

Chinese Competition Policy (**)

3

2

Seminar on Shanghai Free Trade Zone (**)

3

2

Crisis Management and Decision Making (***)

3

2

Political Risk Analysis and Forecasting (***)

3

2

Challenges in the Emerging Geo-Political Landscape (***)

3

2

International Challenges of the Public-Private Partnership in the Cyber Domain (***)

3

2

Corporate Statecraft (***)

3

2

Economic Statecraft (***)

3

2

The Art of Diplomacy (***)

3

2

Trans-Atlantic Competitiveness & Western Prosperity (***)

3

2

(*)
(**)
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Brussels track (VUB)		
Shanghai track (Shanghai University for International Business and Economics - SUIBE): to choose 12 ECTS or 6 ECTS in combination with 6 ECTS in the Washington D.C. track
(***) Washington D.C. track (The Institute of World Politics - IWP): to choose 12 ECTS or 9 ECTS in combination with 6 ECTS in the Shanghai track

ECTS

SEM

Third semester (33 ECTS compulsory)
International Economic Organisations

3

3

Regional Economic Integration

3

3

Foreign Trade & Investment Policy of EU, US and China

3

3

Supply & Risk Management within International Purchasing

3

3

International Investment Financing and Project Finance

3

3

International Sales Techniques

3

3

International Monetary Policy and Financial Architecture

3

3

International Macroeconomics

3

3

International Financial Markets and Banking

3

3

Intellectual Property Rights Protection

3

3

Modern Trends in Diplomacy: Capita Selecta

3

3

BDA graduates 2014-2015
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Château d’Ophem, Headquarters of CIDIC, where the BDA holds some of its events.

Master Classes and Topical seminars
As a diplomat or business person you want to stay informed about political, economic, financial and legal developments. Our Master
Classes – short training courses – and seminars on hot topics in the international scene have been especially designed for you.
Economic diplomacy and international business require a multitude of disciplines and skills. This kaleidoscope is reflected in our
broad range of Master Classes.

EU Lobbying Principles
What are the main principles for successful lobbying in the European Union (EU)? Who are the key players? Which procedures
and tactics are essential? How will the changing landscape impact the engagement of European citizens and businesses?
This Master Class will explore the various opportunities for designing and developing an effective influence within the EU’s
procedures. The programme includes an overview of five main principles. The course is for all professionals aiming to become
actively engaged with the EU.

Exploring the Role of Alliances
Why are alliances important for successful representation in the European Union (EU)? What do they look like and what are the key
factors for building an efficient and effective positioning? What steps do you need to take for alliances to have a lasting impact?
This Master Class will deal with how alliances are built in a strategic and structural manner and cover the fact that alliances are
an essential part of EU advocacy and lobbying. The programme includes examples of alliances that are visibly successful in
the automotive, energy building and construction as well as professional services industries. Some alliance opportunities may
only be considered for a specific short term objective, others aim to fulfil a long term strategic goal and yet others are “ad-hoc”.
The course is for all professionals aiming to become actively engaged with the EU.

“The Cercle International Diplomatique et Consulaire (CIDIC) finds its origin in economic diplomacy’s
prevalence on the international scene. Our Economic Diplomacy Forum brings diplomats and business
people together in order to maximise the networking potential. For this reason CIDIC and the Brussels
Diplomatic Academy are natural partners. That’s why we warmly welcome this academic initiative.”
Baron Ernest de Laminne de Bex,
President of the Cercle International Diplomatique et Consulaire
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Policy Migration and Understanding of EU Policy in a Local-Global Context
How will a new law in Denmark develop into a European Union (EU) law? Which types of policies might migrate from one
country or region to another? What examples illustrate the impact of policy migration? How can EU professionals effectively
anticipate these developments? This Master Class will cover how policy migrates from one country or region to another. Policy
measures that are affected by such migration can be regulatory or legislative in nature. Governments or their agencies can now
exchange ideas and policies in a split second via teleconference, email, meetings and conferences as the result of globalisation
and information technology. There are different dimensions to this development and each will be covered in this course.

Relationships of EU Business and Associations
What are the channels of influence in the EU? Why are companies becoming members of trade associations? What added value can
associations provide to companies? How does the interest representation of an industry sector or profession take place in practice?
This Master Class will consider the business and association landscape at the EU level. It will provide the audience with insights
on which channels are open and how well-run associations can leverage the business case of companies. The course will look into
the practical side of knowledge exchange and explain how businesses and associations position a sector in a pro-active manner.

Cross-Cultural Communication
A workshop which will immerse you in intercultural communication exercises via real life anecdotes and role plays (inter alia
based on the work of Paul Verluyten, Hofstede and other cross-cultural experts).

How to Cooperate with National and International Councils
A short overview of work council roles. Real life exercise: how it works in reality.

International Assignments
Introduction to in/expatriate issues with exercises on cross-cultural awareness, on how to set up an expat policy, and how to
prevent cultural shocks or failure in international assignments.

Investment Arbitration
The law on foreign investment protection is one of the fastest developing and intellectually challenging branches of international
law with high practical relevance. Investment arbitration is predicted to be a major factor in the development of the global economic system. The number of investment disputes before international arbitral tribunals has increased significantly over recent
decades and reflects the notable preferences of the international business community for resolving international investment
disputes. Acquaintance with the legal regime for investment arbitration and case law has now become indispensable for anyone
seeking to have a full picture of arbitration or enhance their knowledge in the domain of international dispute resolution.
In the course of the seminar, we will examine the fundamental notions relevant to investment arbitration and critically review a
number of major cases. This seminar is especially relevant to government officials, diplomats, private investors and executives
who are involved in investment decision-making processes.

Enhancing the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes between States
Developing Mediation and Conciliation Skills for Diplomats
Diplomats play a major role in the peaceful settlement of disputes between States. The management and resolution of international disputes is the core business of the international diplomatic corps, which successfully negotiates and implements many
of the settlements that have ended some of the most protracted conflicts in the world.
The General Assembly of the United Nations, in its Resolution 65/283 (28 July 2011), decided to include in the provisional
agenda of its 66th session, under the item entitled “prevention of armed conflict”, a sub item entitled “strengthening the role of
mediation in the peaceful settlement of disputes, conflict prevention and resolution”.
Mediation is deployed in the context of international and intrastate disputes to advance peacemaking and requires individuals
who have the necessary experience, professionalism and judgement to effectively resolve disputes. By improving the diplomatic
corps’ mediation skills and developing an enhanced understanding of the mediation process, diplomats will be better equipped
to prevent and manage international disputes.
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The Art and Science of Convincing, Influencing and Persuasion: Practical tools to be strong in
debate, mediation and negotiation
This Master Class is designed to make you more persuasive and convincing in professional situations. During the course you
build up insight, knowledge and competences on what it takes to win over others to reach a mutually beneficial outcome.

The Intelligence Community and its Added Value to the Business and Economic Environment
The Belgian intelligence community (the state security department, the military security service, the oversight committee and
the private intelligence companies) is no longer a secret player but a necessary partner in the protection of state, business and
economic values against threats.
These threats are: terrorism, espionage, subversion, proliferation, sabotage, criminal organisations and interference.

Expat preparation: Individual Taxation, Social Security, HR & Duty of Care
This Master Class explains the impact of an expat assignment on one’s individual taxation and social security. It also elaborates
on the HR policy and Duty of Care.

Mergers & Acquisitions
What are the right circumstances under which to consider a merger or acquisition (M&A) either as a buyer or a seller? How can
we create shareholder value from an M&A and turn the operation into a success? How do we start and conduct the M&A process in a successful way from start to finish?
This course offers a practical framework for handling M&As, provides practical tips and discusses the classic pitfalls. Beyond
mere theory, this course is especially relevant to entrepreneurs and investors who are considering or are in the process of an
M&A either as a buyer or as a seller.

International Alliances
What drives multinational (MNEs) as well as small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to build various kinds of international alliances? What enabling factors and barriers are encountered? But above all, how does an enterprise succeed in establishing a
successful alliance?
This course offers a practical framework for creating international alliances, provides practical tips and discusses the classic
pitfalls. Beyond mere theory, this course is especially relevant to entrepreneurs wanting to strengthen their growth through the
creation of alliances.

Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship, leadership, innovation, all three obtain a lot of attention and are considered distinct competences needed to
transform growth potential into creation of value.
It is all a matter of keeping those three forces in balance knowing that we function in an environment with limited resources.

Project Finance
The banking industry has been under pressure since 2009 and as a result there is a need for an innovative approach to funding
of investment projects.
Can project finance offer the solution where corporate finance is unable to take the risk?

BDA Seminars in cooperation with the Vlaams Pleitgenootschap
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Project Management
Project Management is accepted as a tool that contributes to achieving the objectives of the organisation. Its use can also
improve our organisation of our daily work.

Public Private Partnership
Public Private Partnership (PPP) is considered a complex transaction requiring very specific skills and competences. Typically a
Public Private Partnership is the long-term operation and maintenance of infrastructure by the private sector that would otherwise have been provided by the public sector.
A PPP involves a risk sharing relationship between public and private promoters based on a shared commitment to achieve a
desired public policy outcome.

“Diplomacy is no longer the art of avoiding wars and keeping good relations between countries.After
many years of privileged relations with all the ambassadors and the diplomatic corps in general, we
can now clearly see that it’s all about economy! The most important strategic asset for a country is
its economy. Here at Diplomatic World we observe the urgent need for each single country to defend,
protect and optimize its own economic welfare, while competing in a global scenario. The economic
factor has become of primary importance in our society. This is why I strongly believe that the new
postgraduate certificate in Economic Diplomacy at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel is a huge opportunity,
in particular here in Brussels the capital of the EU, seat of Nato and several other international organizations. The focus on Economic Diplomacy allows a multidisciplinary approach, very useful to easily
access the labour market as a diplomat but also as businessman.”
Bernadette J. Reyntjens,
Director of Diplomatic World

Corporate Diplomacy at Ambassadorial Level: How to Engage and Cooperate effectively with
Ambassadors to the Benefit of your Company, your Clients and your Country
At a time of globalisation, strong competition and increasing state intervention and protectionism, the most effective and, very
often, vital diplomatic support a company will endeavour to enlist for its business in a foreign country is that of its country’s
ambassador and his/her team.
This three-hour practice based and focused course will explain why leveraging diplomacy at the highest level should be part
of every international business strategy. This experience based Master Class is about the unique economic and commercial
diplomacy contribution ambassadors can provide to businesses and how companies can understand and benefit from this
contribution.

Money Market Funds & Shadow Banks
What are the institutions that comprise the market-based financial system? What are their functions? What was their contribution to the financial crisis and the regulatory response? We will follow the regulatory debate and critically review regulations
relevant to specific types of market-based financial entities, namely money market funds operation in the US and Europe.
This course is especially relevant to market practitioners and executives who are involved in the investment decision making
process, liquidity management and short-term funding solutions.

Tailor made courses
The BDA offers tailor made courses upon request. These can include, but are not limited to, topics covered in Master Classes
and Seminars as well as subjects from the Postgraduate programmes.

For more information please contact us: bda@vub.ac.be
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Business Causerie

Lunch Causerie

Events
Since the focus of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy is on economic diplomacy and international business, we organise various
events to facilitate knowledge transfer and bring business people and diplomats together.
The Seminars of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy deal with topical issues and important developments in the legal, business and
geopolitical environments.
The Ambassador Lunch Causeries provide participants with a unique chance to obtain information on business opportunities and to
discuss business matters directly with the Ambassador.
The Business Causeries create an excellent opportunity to gain professional insights from business leaders such as CEOs, Export
Managers, Investment Managers who give a presentation which is then followed by a networking reception and dinner in a stylish
setting.
The Diplomacy meets Business Summit, a conference where diplomats and business representatives debate international business
issues, followed by a networking reception.
Last but not least there are the Diplomatic, Economic and Academic (DEA) missions organised by the Cercle International
Diplomatique et Consulaire (CIDIC) in cooperation with the Network of Universities from the Capitals of Europe (UNICA) and BDA.
These missions take place every six months since they visit the country holding the Presidency of the Council of the European Union.
For their internship, BDA students have the option of being involved in the mission’s preparation or carrying out a company’s business
project within the framework of the mission.
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The Karel Van Miert Building where the Brussels Diplomatic Academy is located

The Academy
As recognition of the importance of economic diplomacy and international business grows, more and more individuals and organisations are looking to extend their knowledge and skills in these fields. The Brussels Diplomatic Academy is here to enable them to do
that in a way which meets the high standards of a University as well as the professional needs of participants.
The BDA does this by combining the strengths of its core management team with those of expert lecturers, trainers and researchers
from academia, industry and the public sector to deliver high quality programmes and courses which are regularly adapted to suit
emerging needs and interests.
With over 30 academics and 30 external experts, with specialisations ranging from international economic law to project management, plant location and public affairs and advocacy, the BDA offers courses with range and depth.
Through its structure, expertise, flexibility and partnerships the Brussels Diplomatic Academy ensures that in the heart of Europe there
is a place where people who want to further their understanding and expertise of economic diplomacy and international trade will
have their needs met.
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de la Recherche (CNER, Paris, France, 2006-2007). Belgian
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Head of the Department of Electronics and Informatics (ETRO)
at VUB, until September 2008. He is now coordinator of the
research group IRIS (computer vision, image processing). His
current research interest is in data analysis, image and video
compression and medical imaging. Jan Cornelis is author or
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co-author of more than 470 international publications in journals and conference proceedings, promoter of 27 PhDs and
(co)inventor in four patents. Since October 2012 he is Vice
Rector International Policy.
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Cailin C E Mackenzie
Academic Programmes and Marketing
Brussels Diplomatic Academy

Gunter Gaublomme started his career in economic diplomacy,

Cailin Mackenzie trained as a barrister and has a PhD in Law.

namely at the Asia Desk of Flanders Investment and Trade,

She has practical and academic expertise in the fields of

being the export and investment promotion agency of the gov-

human rights and international advocacy and before joining

ernment of Flanders – the northern state of Belgium. After two

the team at the BDA she was also a freelance trainer and con-

years he became the Area Manager Asia – a position he held

sultant in advocacy, public speaking and communications.

for three years. After being selected for the Business in Asia
Programme of the Prince Albert Fund he became Investment
Attaché at the Consulate General of Belgium in Hong Kong.
Shortly after returning to Belgium Gunter worked as Manager
International Entrepreneurship at Voka – East Flanders
Chamber of Commerce. From 2006 to 2013 he held the position of Director Education and Research Fellow at the Brussels
Institute of Contemporary China Studies (BICCS) at the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel. Since 2013 he has been Director of the
Brussels Diplomatic Academy of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel
and Advisor Economic Diplomacy at the Cercle International
Diplomatique et Consulaire (CIDIC). In 2014 Gunter was
appointed Chair of the Academic Programme at the Diplomatic
Council – the UN registered think tank on economic diplomacy.

Delia Barbu
Communication Officer,
Brussels Diplomatic Academy
Delia Barbu has a linguistic background. She started her career
at European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association
where she developed her organisational, team coordination
and project management skills.
In 2008, after ten years of experience in planning and delivering
a wide range of events within varied business sectors, Delia
moved to the International Relations & Mobility Office at the
Vrije Universiteit Brussel where she took up a managerial role.
Since January 2013 she has been with the Brussels Diplomatic
Academy as Communication Officer.
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China Day 2014

Membership
Become a member of the Brussels Diplomatic Academy and enjoy significant benefits including price reductions on our events and
educational programmes.
Individual membership:
Ú 15% reduction on all BDA Master Classes and events
Silver membership:
Ú 25% reduction on all BDA Master Classes and events
Ú Reduction on events organised jointly by the BDA and its partners
Gold membership:
Ú 25% reduction on all BDA Master Classes and events
Ú 15% reduction on the Postgraduate Certificate Programmes (full time or part time)
Ú Reduction on events organised jointly by the BDA and its partners
Ú Free subscription to the magazine ‘Diplomatic World – Interlinking Business, Diplomatic & Political Circles’
Ú Participation free of charge in a number of networking events
Ú VIP status to a selected number of events organised by the United Nations-registered global Think Tank Diplomatic Council (DC)
Friend of the BDA: 100 EUR (tax deductible for those resident in Belgium or the United States)
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Partners
Academic partners

Governmental partners

Scientific associations

International Law Association
Belgian branch

Business representation partners

Diplomatic representation partners

Media partners

Corporate Partners
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Contact information
Brussels Diplomatic Academy (BDA)
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Postal address:
Pleinlaan 2
1050 Brussels
Belgium
Visitor’s address:
Pleinlaan 5 (ground floor)
1050 Brussels
Belgium
[T]

+32 (0)2 614 81 01

[E]

bda@vub.ac.be

[W] www.brusselsdiplomaticacademy.eu

Find your way to the BDA:
The BDA is located in building number 5 on the following map:
http://www.vub.ac.be/english/infoabout/campuses/etterbeek.html
A detailed description on how to reach us by car or public transport
is available at:
http://www.vub.ac.be/english/infoabout/campuses/index.html#etterbeek
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